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WHO WERE YOU IN A PAST LIFE? Your eternal soul has lived other lifetimes that affect your

current career, health, relationships, family, and life lessons. Doreen Virtue and Brian Weiss, M.D.,

have teamed up to create an easy-to-use, safe, and gentle tool to uncover messages from and

about your past lives. This beautiful 44-card deck and accompanying guidebook will help you

understand your own patterns and behaviors so that you can overcome negative blocks and enjoy

greater happiness, well-being, and love.
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I was skeptical of this deck because of some negative reviews but as I already posted in a

comment, I trust both of the authors of this deck, simply based on the good advice/wisdom I have

received from their other books. I found this deck to be very helpful and I have incorporated it into

other card oracle readings that I do (for myself and others.) I have only had the deck for about 10



days but I have already done several readings that were very accurate.To each their own opinion --

so if it feels accurate to you, use it. If it feels silly or a game, then it's probably not the deck for you.

While I don't specialize in past life regressions or readings, I have spent close to 30 years as a

student of all things related to spirit. I'm currently an Interfaith Minister (from a 'real' seminary, in

case you're wondering ;) and I do intuitive readings for people. My spiritual mentor was a minister

who has conducted past life regressions with people for well over 25 years, so while I don't do them

as part of MY service to people, I DO understand them and I am very familiar with the process. I

only say this to give you some idea of my background.I think this deck is probably best suited for

someone who has extensive experience as a card reader, but if you feel "pulled" to buy this, then I

would say, do it and follow the directions included with the deck and keep an open mind.I also want

to add that I found the images to be very workable. Personally I prefer a more generic

open-to-interpretation image on my cards, but everyone has different tastes. These images are fairly

basic but for me that was perfect. So it depends on your preference.Just my experience and my

opinion.

You honestly need SO many more cards than only 44. These are so specific too that it doesn't

leave room for much interpretation. They list some places you could have lived but not many - they

list a few occupations, but not a lot. This is just not a very well-rounded deck in my opinion. Will

probably not use and just sit on my bookshelf.

Kinda interesting how I came across this deck. The night before I found it, my coven and I were

talking about doing a Past Life reading on Samhain. Usually, since I am the one who does most of

the divination, I would be the one to do the readings. As I was going through instagram, I found a

picture of Doreen Virtue talking about this deck. Coincidence? During the course of the day, I have

to say that there were enough hints telling me to get this deck. Told my boyfriend since he has

prime and he ordered it for me.The pictures are beautiful and many vintage. I think that many who

buy her decks will be missing the "fluff" as there isn't "fluff" in the pictures. Lots of vintage feel in my

opinion. There are no borders which was really nice. Never had a deck like that before and I must

say I really like the no borders. The cards are sturdy and decent. The problem that I have is, as with

all her new decks, they have this gold or silver edging. Apparently this deck had a lot of the gold

smeared on the outside of about 10 cards in the deck which was hard to get rid of.I did a 3 card

reading for myself and also used Sirian Starseed Tarot to get further understanding and it was very

eye opening and explained a lot of things as to my life now and why certain personal things are



going on now in this life.I will go with this is a pretty much accurate deck to use for past life readings

as it did feel very accurate for myself as cards that I have always felt within were shown in the

reading. I do wish there were more occupations, situations, time frames and regions in this deck. It

does serve it's purpose.With the box being bent when I received it, lack of additional cards that

could have been put in this deck and the gold edging all over several cards, I gave this a 4.If you are

interested in doing past life readings, I recommend to add it to your collection as it was very eye

opening for me and I am a tarot/oracle card junkie anyway...lol.

These cards are very nice. I have used them many times to tell people their past lives. It explains

why people see and do things in this life that connects with the others. I would definitely recommend

these cards to everyone

Past Life Oracle Cards: A 44-Card Deck and GuidebookAbsolutely exquisite!!! Beautifully vivid

colors , book with all the information to do reading. All cards are trimmed in gold and fit the hand

perfectly

These cards are very useful in gaining clues to figuring out themes to your past lives. It explains if

you have an issue with a theme, and pick that card, its validation - there was something in the past

that happened to cause your feeling/reaction. Some examples are Poverty/Vows, Children and

Transportation, /Persecution/Inquisition. Phobias, /Authority Figures/. There are 44 cards in all with

a guidebook to help you understand what you get.

I really like this deck. By Far have been one of the best decks I have purchased. I used this deck

soon as I received it and I have gotten lot of insights relating to my past life. I did three more

readings and same thing card kept coming up over and over again. The deck is very helpful to gain

insights on your current life and situation. I highly recommend this.

Immediately connected.... Love the absolute accuracy of this deck. I'm Wiccan and I still love that

the cards address ALL deities....it defiantly answered questions and help me release past

emotions... I also have done readings for 3 others...one being my hubby who is NOT Wiccan..it

definitely had him believing in the ability to see your past with the guidance of guardian angels.. I

was also able to help my dtr and her fiancee.. Believer or not.. These cards do not lie. Trust your

intuition, follow the instructions for your deck. I touched and meditated for a moment on each card



after cleansing with Palo Santo...I dedicated it to my purpose for use of divination and healing for

myself and others.. I smude them after every use if someone else touches them. With a good

conscious and open heart you can find any answer you seek.. Do not hesitate...best oracle set I've

ever used..specific for PAST LIFE WORK.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤
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